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HALLIGAN: “Quantitative easing”. It’s quite a mouthful. Not a name that 

invites attention - and maybe that’s the point. This is a policy that’s hugely 

important, yet it’s received very little media scrutiny. But, then again, even the 

pros struggle to say it. 
  

OSBORNE: This asset purchase facility gives the Bank of England the power to use 

asset purchases for monetary policy purposes. That amounts to a program of 

quantitative easing. It is the modern equivalent of printing money. And while no-one 

rules it out, it is the last resort for governments who have run out of other options. 

 

CAMERON: If we spend more than we earn, we have to get the money from 

somewhere. Right now, the government is simply printing it. Sometime soon, that 

will have to stop. 

  

HALLIGAN: That was George Osborne and David Cameron in 2009, before 

they took office and the year QE began. Back then, British QE was expected to 

amount to 50 billion pounds. Our money creation program has actually turned 

out, so far, to be almost 8 times larger. The big Western economies have 

expanded central bank balance sheets on a vast scale. But what does that mean? 

And why does it matter? 

  

I’m Liam Halligan, an economic commentator and former investment manager. 

I’m concerned about how much the Western world, and the UK in particular, 

has used QE. 

  

This policy began in response to the banking implosion of late 2008, sparked by 

the Lehman Brothers collapse. Pippa Malmgren is a former economic advisor to 

President George W. Bush. 

  
MALMGREN: I think the key thing to know about Lehman Brothers is it didn’t 

cause the financial crisis; it revealed the financial crisis. So in other words, we had a 

lot of institutions that were in a very similarly precarious condition and that’s a pretty 

scary thought. But that’s exactly why all these governments - the United States, the 

United Kingdom - went to these emergency unprecedented measures; they wouldn’t 

have done it if they hadn’t had a lot of banks looking like Lehman Brothers at that 

moment. 

  

KING: There was a fear - not just in the UK, but in the US as well - that we were on 

the edge of some terrible economic meltdown, another great depression. 

  

HALLIGAN: Stephen King is Chief Economist at HSBC. 

  
KING: And having got to zero interest rates, there was not much more that 

conventional and monetary policy could do, so you had to do something else. 

Quantitative Easing seemed to be a potential way of stopping the rot. And in one 

sense it worked rather well because the situation we’ve been through over the last few 

years - not so much in the UK, but certainly in the US - has been far better than was 

the case during the Great Depression 

  

HALLIGAN: “Quantitative” - refers to the size of the money supply. “Easing” - 



 

 

well that’s an expansion. So what’s the origin of this curious phrase? 

  

JAPANESE CHORD 
(WERNER IN JAPANESE) 

  

HALLIGAN: This almost unpronounceable name was coined in Japan, the 

modern-day spiritual home of money printing, and by a German - an academic 

economist Richard Werner. He was living in Tokyo in the early 90s when 

Japan’s property bubble burst. 

  
WERNER: It’s a monetary policy and it’s about the quantity, so I added the word 

‘quantitative’ (says word in Japanese) to the standard expression for monetary 

stimulation and that is literally translated ‘Quantitative Easing’. 

  

HALLIGAN: In the wake of Japan’s economic collapse, Professor Werner, a 

fluent Japanese speaker, wrote a newspaper article advocating a new type of 

radical monetary measure, a version of which was later implemented by the 

Japanese Central Bank. 
  

WERNER: Then in 2001, 2002 they started to say “well actually we’re doing this 

now”. The translators when they released this, they suddenly have to come up with an 

English translation. And they, I suppose they had a bad day or they were under time 

pressure, so they did a literal translation. That’s how it survived into English. Because 

normally you’d well come up with something that is perhaps slightly more fluent in 

English than that expression! 

  

HALLIGAN: Incredibly, the Bank of Japan adopted Professor Werner’s QE 

name, but used it to describe a policy he’d specifically ruled out. Over a decade 

later, the same QE term was then taken up by the Bank of England - and, again, 

to describe yet another policy Professor Werner didn’t agree with. 
  

WERNER: I didn’t mind so much when the Bank of Japan did it, because you know 

that’s over in Japan ten years ago. But once the Bank of England started to also use 

the phrase, I thought ‘well hang on, I’ve got to speak up and make clear that the 

original definition is quite different.’ 

  

HALLIGAN: In adopting QE then, both Japanese and then British policymakers 

ignored the advice of the policy’s inventor. Professor Werner’s idea was for 

commercial banks to ramp up credit and lend directly to governments. But 

that’s the complete opposite of what we’ve been doing in the UK. Our QE 

involves the Bank of England itself creating virtual money, then trying to 

channel it into the economy by buying vast swathes of government bonds, often 

from commercial banks. 

  

When British QE began in March 2009, the Bank of England was soon buying 

government bonds at an unprecedented rate. Such was the pressure that the 

Bank initially mis-communicated the maturities of the bonds it was buying, 

which sent the market haywire. Dan Conaghan is the author of Inside the Bank 

of England. 
  



 

 

CONAGHAN: On day one of QE, I’m afraid to say the Bank bungled it. Within a 

couple of hours an emergency announcement was made from the bank, which they 

called a ‘clarification’ to the market. And the market took one look at this and had a 

collective hysteria fit. So this was an extraordinary state of affairs and, frankly, rather 

embarrassing. 

  

HALLIGAN: So the Bank tried another tack, going for total transparency, 

telling the market precisely which maturities of government bonds it was about 

to buy. But that allowed traders to get in before the Bank and make unfair 

profits. So the Bank then said it would only buy those government bonds, or 

gilts, at the biggest discount. But yet again, there were problems.  
  

CONAGHAN: There was a certain amount of ‘spivving the market’ where some gilts 

dealers would go in, they’d run up a gilts price very, very quickly, and then just 

before the bank came into the market to make its purchases through QE, it would 

immediately drop that price very suddenly, therefore creating a huge discount! And, 

therefore, the bank was obliged because it had stated it would buy its gilts at the 

biggest discount. This happened a few occasions and again the bank wised up to it. It 

called in some of the gilts dealers and said ‘we see what you do; we see everything in 

the market’.   

  

HALLIGAN: Having initially been taken for a ride by bond-dealers, the Bank of 

England has since become a major buyer of government bonds, as the original 50 

billion pounds of central bank funny money has grown to 200 and then 375 

billion over three separate stages of QE. Despite the earlier concerns of our 

Chancellor and Prime Minster then, the scale of this policy has doubled, 

doubled, and almost doubled again. 

  

That’s exactly what Adam Posen wanted. He sat on the Bank’s Monetary Policy 

Committee from September 2009 until mid 2012, arguing strongly for evermore 

QE. Originally in the minority, how did he persuade the rest of the committee? 
  

POSEN: People fixate on the number - you mention 200 billion - but the thing was 

the shock to the economy, the surrounding problems in the euro area - all of this was 

far worse than anything seen before, so it was appropriate to have a far bigger 

response than anything seen before. There was no real inflation risk. And there were 

many, many people unemployed and resources underused in the British economy. 

  

HALLIGAN: Dr Posen argued that QE needed to expand beyond 50 billion 

pounds to get growth going and tackle unemployment. Laudable aims  - and 

most professional economists eventually agreed, not least those in the City, given 

that QE was boosting share prices. 

  

Those of us who raised concerns about the escalation of QE were often dismissed 

as heartless, or even alarmist. But now we’ve ended up with the Bank of England 

owning an astonishing one third of all UK government bonds, and our sovereign 

debt market propped up by printed money, more economists are speaking out. 

Dan Conaghan. 
  

CONAGHAN: It started as an emergency measure, but it rapidly became 



 

 

institutionalised. And the markets - the equity markets and to some extent the debt 

markets - started almost to rely on it and it became a confidence booster. 

  

HALLIGAN: Many of those who backed the initial QE injection as a response to 

the crisis say the vast monetary expansion that’s followed will turn out to be 

counter-productive. Former White House advisor Pippa Malmgren.  
  

MALMGREN: It’s turned into a comfort blanket not just for the banking system, but 

it permits governments to not have to address their debt problem. It allows them to 

default on the public and it allows them to continue to be funded to spend at very 

cheap interest rates. 

 

HALLIGAN: By a gilt market that is rigged? 

 

MALMGREN: Yeah. Basically, now we have governments buying their own bonds. 

This is a mug’s game. It cannot last. 

  

HALLIGAN: HSBC’s Stephen King says QE has allowed politicians in the UK 

and elsewhere to avoid the really tough, but necessary, fiscal decisions. Why risk 

short-term unpopularity, when you can just reach out for more QE? 
  

KING: There comes a point when if the government knows this is going to continue, 

then the government can feel relaxed about running continuously large budget deficits 

and continuously high levels of government debt. And the problem with that is that if 

the central bank knows that that’s what the government is doing, it makes it more 

difficult then to exit from QE because the risk is that when financial markets 

recognize that the central bank is no longer, if you like, the buyer of last resort for all 

these government bonds, and the government hasn’t got a coherent fiscal strategy, 

there is a risk at that point that government borrowing costs rise and that has 

damaging  … 

 

HALLIGAN: Explosively? 

 

KING: Well potentially. I mean we haven’t seen anything of this as yet, but there is a 

risk that the cost of borrowing would be higher and that then might be damaging for 

longer-term economic growth. 

  

HALLIGAN: QE has allowed the government to keep spending then, while 

government bond purchases by the Bank of England have kept borrowing costs 

low regardless. Politicians debate what they call “austerity”, yet our national 

debt has doubled since 2008, and is set to surge again by 2016, to over 100 per 

cent of national income on international measures. 

  

Along with easy money for the government, QE has also channelled easy money 

to our big banks, providing them with almost guaranteed investment 

returns.  Whatever the harmful impact on pensioners and savers more 

generally, this is a policy with powerful friends - in both political and financial 

circles. Perhaps that’s why it’s ballooned. 
  

MALMGREN: The purpose of the exercise is to provide the banks with basically 



 

 

cheap, if not free, money; to hold open the window of opportunity, so that it could sell 

their bad assets. Instead, when you give a trader free money, he goes ‘yeah, whoopee 

let me put this on the riskiest bet I can find on the betting table’. So arguably, we 

actually now have banks that not only failed to sell their broken assets, but they’ve 

doubled up on the risk and maybe even have more risk now than at the time of the 

crisis. 

 

HALLIGAN: So QE has facilitated the expansion of too big to fail? 

 

MALMGREN: There are many who would argue that. And I think that there’s a lot 

of merit to that argument. 

  

HALLIGAN: I’m Liam Halligan, an economics commentator. In this edition of 

Analysis, I’m looking at why QE has become something of a policy addiction for 

Western economies, rather than a cure. 

  

America’s central bank balance sheet has tripled over the last decade. The 

Eurozone, despite Germany’s initial money printing concerns, is catching up 

fast. Yet the UK is in a class of its own: we’ve quadrupled our central bank 

balance sheet since March 2009. And that’s unprecedented. And even if this QE 

experiment can be unwound smoothly - a big if - we’ve already seen some nasty 

side-effects. 
  

For one thing, oil prices have been stoked up by QE, says Stephen King - as some 

of this massive monetary expansion has found its way into commodities and 

emerging markets.  
  

KING: Oil prices in one sense have been surprisingly robust given the weakness of 

the Western world over the last few years, and central banks often think about their 

control, their domestic economy without much regard for what happens elsewhere in 

the world. But with a world of open capital markets, money moving around the world 

very quickly, it too often turns out that you end up with distortions elsewhere in the 

world that come back to bite you later on. 

  

HALLIGAN: High oil prices clearly aren’t good - just think of your rising petrol 

and heating bills. Then there’s the question of how QE has weakened the pound, 

dollar and euro against other currencies. The QE-related fall in Western 

currency values - barely debated here - has been the stuff of headline news in 

places like China, South Africa and Brazil. 
  

ARCHIVE: GUIDO MANTEGA (News riff) 

  

HALLIGAN: It was in September 2010 that Brazilian Finance Minister Guido 

Mantega broke diplomatic ranks by accusing the West of conducting so-called 

currency wars.  
  

Driving the pound, dollar and euro lower was part of the point of QE, he said. 

Weaker currencies do make our exports more attractive - in Mantega’s words 

“stealing competitive advantage” from the emerging markets. A weak currency 

also cuts the value of the large debts the Western world now owes to such 



 

 

countries. Jim Rickards is a lawyer, investment banker and author of the 

best-selling book Currency Wars. 
  

RICKARDS: When you’re in a currency war, you’re trying to cheapen your currency 

relative to your trading partners as a matter of  policy. Of course, there are good 

fundamental reasons for currencies to fluctuate having to do with changes in 

comparative advantage, demographics, technology, etcetera. But currency wars are 

different. It’s when exchange rates change not because of those fundamental reasons I 

just mentioned, but because countries are doing it deliberately in order to steal trading 

advantage from their partners. 

 

HALLIGAN: And you think that’s what the US, the UK and other Western countries 

are now doing? 

 

RICKARDS: Well there’s no question about it. 

  

HALLIGAN: The big Western economies deny deliberate currency debasement. 

Our politicians and central bankers routinely dismiss the whole notion of 

currency wars. I asked Jim Rickards if our actions were annoying the emerging 

giants of the East. 
  

RICKARDS: Annoying is one way to put it. You’re also baffling them, confusing 

them and angering them. Sixty per cent of the world’s reserves are in US 

dollars.  Most of those or all of those reserves are held by our trading partners, the 

majority of which are held by emerging markets countries including China. The Fed’s 

attitude to the rest of the world is - my printing press is bigger than yours. And some 

of these emerging markets, that’s true. They’re not really in a position to fight the 

currency wars head-on-head in terms of interest rates, so they resort to other things - 

capital controls, import tariffs, export subsidies - and this is how currency wars turn 

into trade wars. And of course tragically in the 30s, the trade wars turned into 

shooting wars. 

  

HALLIGAN: Let’s not get ahead of ourselves. It would, though, as Jim Rickards 

told me, be “glib and disingenuous” to deny that QE is provoking deep 

resentment among countries whose markets the West desperately needs to access 

to secure our future prosperity. 

  

Closer to home, too, critics of QE are becoming more vocal, not least given how 

much it’s benefited the rich. 
  

ARCHIVE: STAN DRUCKNEMILLER: As a practitioner of markets, I love this 

stuff. Okay, this is fantastic. It’s fantastic for every rich person. This is the biggest 

redistribution of wealth from the middle class and the poor to the rich ever. 

  

HALLIGAN: That was Stan Druckenmiller talking last month - about QE. This 

billionaire financier played right-hand man to George Soros when, in the early 

90s, they famously broke the Bank of England. Concerned that money-printing’s 

gone too far, Druckenmiller was playfully highlighting how QE, by pumping up 

stock markets, has disproportionately benefited wealthy investors, while more 

modest households have endured higher fuel costs and broader inflation. Jim 



 

 

Rickards agrees. 
  

RICKARDS: There is a 400 billion dollar per year wealth transfer going on in the 

United States from everyday Americans to the banks. That’s because for banks the 

deposits are liabilities, but for citizens the deposits are assets and people are not 

getting any return on their savings. So in effect, we’re transferring wealth from 

everyday Americans to the banks, enriching the bankers. When people talk about JP 

Morgan making tens of billions of dollars of profits, I say that you know a trained pet 

could make that much money. If you give me zero cost to funds, anyone could make 

money; there’s no special art to it. We’re just enriching bankers at the expense of 

everyday citizens, which, you know, tears at the social fabric.  

  

HALLIGAN: In the UK, too, QE-fuelled stock markets have boosted City 

bonuses. The related ultra-low interest rates, meanwhile, have wiped out returns 

on ordinary savings. 

  

Some pension pots have benefited from rising share prices - yes. But those 

who’ve retired over the last five years and annuitized - that means converting 

their nest egg into an annual income - have been forced to do so at very low rates 

because of QE. That cuts what they have to live on for the rest of their lives. 

What does QE advocate Adam Posen, formerly of the Bank of England’s 

Monetary Policy Committee, say to them? 
  

POSEN: Yeah and they may have older brothers and sisters and younger children 

who some day will be condemned to a much higher set of income. There is no 

guarantee in this life. What guarantee exists comes through the social welfare state, 

not through annuitization. And nobody was there saying oh god, it was so unfair they 

were getting high interest rates ten years ago, so it’s totally unreasonable to say oh 

god it’s so unfair they’re getting low interest rates now. That’s just part of life. 

 

HALLIGAN: So it’s tough luck, right? 

 

POSEN: Yeah, it is. 

  

HALLIGAN: But perhaps the most controversial aspect of QE is this: will it 

cause inflation? Arguably, it already has. Despite our sluggish economy, inflation 

has been above the Bank of England’s 2.5 per cent target for 46 months in a row. 

That’s cut living standards, with real - inflation-adjusted - wages falling sharply, 

back to levels last seen ten years ago. HSBC’s Stephen King describes this drop 

as “quite extraordinary compared with anything we’ve seen in the UK over the 

last 100 years”. 
  

Across the Western world though, inflation hasn’t yet rocketed to the extent 

often associated with large monetary expansion. Why? Well, a lot of the QE cash 

is sitting in bank reserves. That means what economists call “the velocity of 

circulation” - a concept that captures the rate at which banks lend and money 

changes hands - is at a historic low. Dr Posen agrees once this velocity starts to 

rise, inflation does become a danger, but he says the Bank of England can tackle 

it. 
  



 

 

POSEN: It’s very easy for a central bank to see and counteract. And the scale that 

you keep talking about doesn’t make it any harder to adjust. Just as the Bank of 

England has done in the past, you can raise interest rates as high as you need to, to 

stop a rise in velocity and stop a rise in lending. 

 

HALLIGAN: You don’t think there’ll be an inflation spike as long as you can raise 

interest rates as much as you need to. What kind of level could they go to? 

 

POSEN: It would depend on the velocity, but it could go up to 6-7-8 per cent if 

necessary, temporarily. I doubt it would need to go anything above 6, but it could. 

And that’s not the end of the world. 

 

HALLIGAN: Bank rates of 6, 7 or 8 per cent, with mortgage rates even higher, 

that would be uncomfortable for many. Stephen King thinks such rate hikes will 

be deemed too painful and the Bank of England will hesitate. So once bank 

lending does return to normal levels, and more QE money comes into 

circulation, inflation could loom large. 

  
KING: That’s a test for central banks as to whether they’re quick enough to spot a 

renewed expansion of credit and whether they’re quick enough to spot when they 

have to begin to tighten policy again. And we know from the experience of the last 

few decades that typically central banks are rather overly cautious about tightening 

policy, about taking away the punchbowl so to speak, and often that then fuels the 

next financial bubble. 

  

HALLIGAN: A related concern is that the Bank of England has now bought so 

many government bonds, it may be impossible to sell them back to the market. 

That’s raised speculation the Bank could end up simply writing-off these debts. 
  

(to King) Once you have governments issuing bonds, which the central bank buys and 

then those bonds are written off, aren’t you really through the looking glass then in 

terms of economic policy? If that precedent is set, then governments can pretty much 

expand the money supply … 

 

KING: Whenever they want to! 

 

HALLIGAN: … willy-nilly? 

 

KING: Yes, in principle there is a problem whereby if a government knows that it’s 

not facing market discipline and can therefore carry on borrowing without any regard 

to the longer term performance of the economy - if it borrows if you like to buy votes 

rather than necessarily to think about the longer term health of the economy - that 

effectively takes you back to some of the conditions you might have had back in the 

60s and 70s where it was clear that there was no independent arbiter of what should 

be happening in terms of interest rates. 

  

HALLIGAN: There can be no doubt about it - writing off hundreds of billions of 

pounds of QE-funded government bonds would seriously damage the UK’s 

credibility on international markets. That could mean higher borrowing costs for 

years to come. A more immediate concern, perhaps, one that’s lately come into 



 

 

focus in the US, is so-called “tapering”. That is, gradually turning off the virtual 

printing presses that are creating all this money.  How will government debt 

markets react to that? 
  

ARCHIVE: ANDREW HALDANE: Let’s be clear - we have intentionally blown 

the biggest government bond bubble in history. That’s where we are, so we need to be 

vigilant to the consequences of that. 

  

HALLIGAN: These brave and honest words were uttered in June by Andy 

Haldane, a senior Bank of England official, to a Parliamentary committee. A 

collapse of Western government debt markets is, he said, “the biggest single risk 

to global financial stability”. So here we have a very senior British policy-maker 

painting a picture of a Greek-style meltdown, once it’s clear that QE has stopped 

for good. While it rarely shows itself, there’s clearly a lot of top-level concern 

about a disorderly QE unwind. Pippa Malmgren. 
  

MALMGREN: The Bank of England and the Federal Reserve are now the largest 

buyers of their own governments bonds. They can’t really sell because as the biggest 

player in the market, everybody else would start selling too and suddenly interest rates 

would sky rocket, which is one reason it’s hard to imagine how they’re going to exit 

all this. 

 

SEGUE: 

  

CONAGHAN: There is great concern about the unwind of QE. 

 

HALLIGAN: Dan Conaghan again. 

 

CONAGHAN: The last time I asked someone who’s very senior at the Treasury, 

there was a long pause and they said ‘the strategy that the Bank has is that it doesn’t 

have one’. And sometimes these extraordinarily large initiatives, you think as a 

member of the public that they must know exactly how they’ll work their way through 

it. And the astonishing and rather worrying thing is that sometimes they just, they 

genuinely don’t know. 

  

HALLIGAN: We must hope that we can avoid a “big bang” QE exit. But will we 

attempt to do that by allowing the money-printing to roll on and on? Incoming 

Federal Reserve Chairman Janet Yellen is certainly known for being less 

concerned about fighting inflation than more traditional central bankers. At the 

Bank of England, too, recently-installed governor Mark Carney has shown a 

similar willingness to extend QE. Advocates such as Adam Posen insist that’s not 

a problem. 
  

POSEN: The amount of money on the Bank of England’s balance sheet, or on the 

Fed’s, or on the Bank of Japan’s for that matter, isn’t really indicative of anything. It 

depends on the financial conditions in the system. Just look at Japan, which has had a 

balance sheet that went up as much as the Bank of England’s back 15 years ago, and 

they’ve had zero inflation up till now. There’s no automatic correlation here. 

  

HALLIGAN: Dr Posen says we should even consider permanent QE - in his 



 

 

words, “making the unconventional conventional”. Many other economists, me 

included, would argue that Japan’s experience in the 90s in fact shows something 

different; that if you opt for open-ended money printing, inflation can only be 

avoided by a deep suppression of economic activity. 

 

Stephen King again. 
 

KING: We might well say, in hindsight, well it was great that we avoided a 

depression, but isn’t it a great shame that we’ve ended up with one or two lost 

decades. And that I think is the problem that we’re facing today. 

 

HALLIGAN: Whatever the QE-endgame, we may have to learn to live with 

inflation that’s persistently higher than interest rates. That means savers lose 

money, pension funds invested in government bonds lose money, foreign 

governments who’ve lent to us lose money - but it does help banks to rebuild 

their balance sheets and governments to cope with their debts. Far from an 

alarmist prediction, this is actually what’s been happening in recent years. 

Economists have even given it a name. 

 

KING: Effectively you learn to live with high levels of debt and one way you can do 

that is what’s called ‘financial repression’ whereby you rig the financial markets to 

benefit the government at the expense of the broader economy. And one way of doing 

that is not so much to have high inflation, but simply to allow inflation to be 

persistently higher than interest rates. So if you’re a saver, you discover that your 

savings are whittled away. On that basis, the government can effectively live with 

high levels of debt but only by robbing savers by stealth over many, many years. We 

made promises to ourselves in the past that we cannot easily keep and one easy way 

of trying to pretend they can be kept is effectively to have this financial repression. 

The problem is that the government is short of money. It will always look to find 

money from people’s savings, and that’s one risk that we have for the next few years. 

 

SEGUE: 

 

RICKARDS: What they would like to do is sort of get inflation around 2.5, 3 per 

cent, keep it there for 10 or 15 years. If you do the math, that cuts the value of the 

currency in half over that time period. 

 

HALLIGAN: Currency Wars author, Jim Rickards. 

 

RICKARDS: The policymakers think if they do sort of 3 per cent inflation that 

citizens might not notice, and indeed they may not. But the problem is it’s not a stable 

system and inflation won’t go to 3 per cent and stay there; it will be 3 per cent on its 

way to 7, 8, 9 per cent - exactly what happened in the 1970s. That inflation genie will 

be out of the bottle and impossible to put back. 

 

HALLIGAN: Many economists and investors now believe THIS is the 

QE-end-game: creating enough inflation to erode our debts. But this is 

incredibly risky, even if our government debt market does bear up. History 

warns how inflation can so easily spiral out of control. Were that to happen, he 

mainstream view of quantitative easing would then switch - from 



 

 

unpronounceable to unforgiveable. 


